
American style faucet Series 

DELMEI 



We create this series of  faucet by extracting pretty line from the graceful feature , beautiful 
shape , charming figure  and rounded image of swan. 

Design concept：The call from swan 



一、4”  Double handles Lavatory Faucet  



S-WAN 



Simple and Stylish design 

High precision plating process 
make bright appearance like 
mirror,  also make it durable 
and will never fade away. 

Lock tightly through high precision thread,  
make assembly stable and firm like a rock.  



Dimension 



One-piece molding 

One piece molding process,  
Exquisite  & Durable 

Outer softly through aerator 

Combine filter with aerator,  
Let filter impurity efficiently 
and save water 30%. 

Handle(Hot )  

 handle(Cold)  

Exquisite surface treatment 

Kinds of surface treatment ,like CP/BN/PB/ORB ,etc. 

Easy operation, smooth and gentle hand feeling 

Details 



二、8” Double handles widespread lavatory faucet  
      



 Koni 



Product 

Graceful line, lively figure, just like a  bobbing flight of a swan. 
Well combine art with design. 



Dimension 



Handle(Hot )  

Handle(Cold )  

Outer softly through 
water-saving aerator 
 

Details 

Graceful shape 

Graceful curve shape. 
Elegant ,Gentle, Composed air 

    Combine ABS with aerator 
Filter impurity efficiently,  
Be environmental to avoid pollution, 
Outer softly and smoothly.  

Use high hardness and good sealing performance cartridge,  
Create smooth hand feeling, wear and tear resistance , more than 1 million times of service life. 



Cold & Hot cartridge（Apply to double handles faucet) 

Strengthen wear-resistance ceramic cartridge 
----Use leading ceramic process, improve service 
life 

Hot Cold 



Inner component-- good ceramic cartridge 

sealing ring 

High density ceramic cartridge 

High density cell 
---- Locate Rightly 

Copper axis 

     Leading cartridge that test 1 million times, high hardness, high temperature resistance, 
corrosion  resistance,  prevent leakage  , environmental and energy-saving.  



三、4” single handle lavatory faucet 



 S-tabilo 

Screen Show  



Comfortable Height 

After precise and scientific 
calculation, we design 114mm  of 
faucet height. It could apply to 
common bathroom cabinet. 
Easy and comfortable to handle.  
Apply to all house.  
 



Art and design is combined perfectly, elegant curve shows special 
appearance art. 

Beauty of curve 



High quality  
ceramic cartridge 

No leakage,  
comfortable hand feeling  

One-piece molding body 

Water-saving aerator 

One-piece molding body by casting, 
Even wall thickness,   
Firm and durable. 

Filter impurity ,  save water,  
Refreshing outer 

PVD 

Thicken surface plating, 
Bright and shiny,  
Good scratch resistance,  
Keep new appearance for long time. 

Details 



Dimension 



四、Kitchen Faucet 



Le-bedinoe 

  CREATIVITY AND 
QUALITY ZORAN ONE 
 



Two - Function  & Pull-down faucet 

360° rotating technology    +   pull-down function    +   two ways of outlet 
----Solve your problem of rotation 



Specification 



Pull down casually, easy and 
convenient 

Meet different function needs 

Clean basin or blind corner  
completely 

Comfortable and flexible to 
use 

Kitchen all-purpose style 

 60cm cleaning  area 

Pull down faucet head and clean basin directly. 
Not need to collect water before cleaning. 



cartridge  rod 

 1 million service life without leakage, smooth hand feeling 

Exquisite strainer 

There are three strainer in every cartridge, could filter 
Impurity efficiently and lower water noise.  

Cartridge cell 
High temperature resistance, aging resistance, exquisite 
Material, quality assurance. 

ceramic cartridge 

Ensure uniform flow  
and save water  

High quality cartridge（Apply to single handle faucet） 

         Ceramic cartridge could work smoothly after 100  thousand times of  on-off , it is aging resistance,  
Wear resistance, and no need for maintenance but ensure working stably and smoothly.  



Your kind suggestions would be highly appreciated.              
Thanks! 
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